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Abstract

Objective: To investigate the reliability and the validity of the long format, Chinese version of the International Physical Activity Questionnaire (IPAQ-LC).

Design: Cross-sectional study, examining the reliability and validity of the IPAQ-LC compared with a physical activity log (PA-log) and objective accelerometry.

Setting: Self-reported physical activity (PA) in Hong Kong adults.

Subjects: A total of eighty-three Chinese adults (forty-seven males, thirty-six females) were asked to wear an ActiTrainer accelerometer (MTI-ActiGraph, Fort Walton Beach, FL, USA) for 10 h over 7 d, to complete a PA-log at the end of each day and to complete the IPAQ-LC on day 8. On a sub-sample of twenty-eight adults the IPAQ-LC was also administered on day 11 to assess its reliability.

Results: The IPAQ-LC had good test–retest reliability for grouped activities, with intra-class correlation coefficients ranging from 0.74 to 0.97 for vigorous, moderate, walking and total PA, with between-test effect sizes that were small (<=0.49). The Spearman correlation coefficients were statistically significant for vigorous PA ($r = 0.28$), moderate walking PA ($r = 0.27$), as well as overall PA ($r = 0.35$), when compared with the accelerometry-based criterion measures, but none of the IPAQ activity categories correlated significantly with the PA-log. In absolute units, only the IPAQ light and overall PA did not differ significantly from the accelerometry measures, yet overall PA was able to faithfully discriminate between quartiles of PA ($P = 0.019$) when compared to accelerometry.

Conclusions: The IPAQ-LC demonstrated adequate reliability and showed sufficient evidence of validity in assessing overall levels of habitual PA to be used on Hong Kong adults.
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Acquiring an adequate level of habitual physical activity (PA) can provide numerous health-enhancing benefits, including reducing the risks of CVD, type II diabetes, obesity and some cancers. While the minimum dose of PA needed to enhance health and prevent hypokinetic conditions is not fully known, the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and American Heart Association recommend undertaking 30 min of moderate-intensity PA lasting at least 10 min on 5 d/week, or 20 min of vigorous-intensity PA on 3 or more d/week; others suggest accumulating 150 min moderate PA/week or 75 min vigorous PA/week. In spite of these recommendations the inhabitants of most countries fail to accrue sufficient PA to derive health-related benefits. In Hong Kong, the population-attributable risk from physical inactivity has recently been shown to exceed that of tobacco smoking.

Monitoring whether a population is obtaining the recommended levels of habitual PA necessary to promote health requires a valid and reliable research tool capable of assessing the frequency and duration of common moderate and vigorous activities. Numerous objective methods exist to quantify habitual PA, such as accelerometers, heart-rate monitors or observation techniques, yet few are easily employed on large samples, making self-report recall questionnaires the method of choice. Many PA questionnaires exist, but few have been specifically developed to provide an international standard that can be rigorously translated and used for inter-country comparisons. With this in mind and to aid public health surveillance, a set of standardized international physical activity questionnaires (IPAQ) was developed. The questionnaires were designed to be administered to adults (18-65 years) and in the long format to cover the major activity domains of transportation, work, household and leisure-time PA. The development team devised four variants of IPAQ: a short form (nine items) and a long form (thirty-one items), each of which could be administered by interview or self-completed (see www.ipaq.ki.se); they
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also recently reflected on some of the developments and problems of the IPAQ\(^9\).

A twelve-country validity and reliability study showed that the IPAQ was adequately reliable (Spearman \(\rho\) of 0.81 and 0.76 for the long and short version, respectively) and, when compared with a criterion accelerometer, the validity (Spearman \(\rho\) of 0.33 and 0.30 for the long and short version, respectively) was comparable to other questionnaires that have used similar validation techniques\(^9\). Yet in the twelve-country study none examined a short version, respectively) was comparable to other questionnaires that have used similar validation techniques\(^9\). It is also essential to ensure that each localized version of the IPAQ is reliable and valid for the country for which it was adapted, since the recall of physical activities is a complex cognitive process that can generate errors from the interpretation of questions, as well as cultural differences in activities and terminologies\(^10,11\). The aim of the present study was to examine the reliability and validity of the long self-report version, but using multiple concurrent criterion standards (accelerometry and a physical activity log (PA-log)), as several reviews, including the Surgeon General’s Report, state that no single suitable ‘gold standard’ criterion measure exists for PA comparisons\(^1,12,13\). Moreover, given that objectively measured PA intensity as captured by accelerometry may not correspond to perceived PA intensity\(^14\), it was important to compare IPAQ estimates of habitual PA with those collected using another subjective but more reliable method (PA-log)\(^15\). We hypothesized that the IPAQ-LC (long, Chinese self-report version) would be highly reliable, but possess low to moderate validity compared with the objective (accelerometry) and subjective criterion standard (PA-log)\(^16\).

Materials and methods

Participants

Two separate groups were recruited for the reliability study and for the validity study. A convenience sample of twenty-eight people was used for the reliability study; while, for the validity study, eighty-eight volunteers were recruited by mailed requests sent to specific residences chosen from thirty-two different neighbourhoods that varied in extremes of socio-economic status and walkability\(^17,18\). All were native Chinese speakers recruited from a large city in China (Hong Kong). After the study had gained approval from The University of Hong Kong’s Ethics Committee, the experimental protocol was explained and written consent was received from all participants. Over seven consecutive days every participant was requested to wear the accelerometer for \(\geq 600\) min/d during waking hours (except when exposed to water), to complete a daily PA-log and to complete a 7 d physical activity recall questionnaire (IPAQ-LC) on day 8. Participants taking part in the reliability study were also asked to complete the IPAQ-LC on day 11. All participants were instructed to engage in their normal daily habits during the measurement period.

Physical activity assessment

Uniaxial accelerometer

The accelerometer (ActiTrainer; MTI-ActiGraph, Fort Walton Beach, FL, USA) was initialized with a time stamp, a 1-min data epoch was chosen, and then it was carefully secured in the correct orientation in a small pouch worn firmly around the waist on the right side in line with the mid-axilla. The accelerometer data were downloaded and stored on a computer using its proprietary software before being processed using custom-made Excel Visual Basic Macros to identify the time spent in three activity levels based on published cut-off points\(^19\): light activity (2–2.99 MET = 694–2020 counts/min); moderate activity (3.5–9.9 MET = 2021–5999 counts/min); and vigorous activity (\(\geq 6\) MET = \(\geq 6000\) counts/min). Although various studies have used a minimum cut-off point of zero for light activity\(^20\), we, like some\(^21,22\), used a higher cut-off point (693 counts/min = 2 MET) to exclude ‘very light’ activity and to be consistent with the PA-log analysis. The amounts of light, moderate and vigorous activity were reported as MET \(\times\) min/d (or MET \(\times\) min/week) using multipliers of 2.5, 4 and 8 MET, respectively. Total step counts were also recorded by the accelerometer using its internal software option.

Physical activity log

At the end of each day participants completed a one-page PA-log, recording all activities with durations \(\geq 10\) min, grouped into home, occupation, sitting, moderate leisure, vigorous leisure, transportation and ‘other’ activities, based on a previous format\(^15\). This required the participants to circle each activity they took part in, to estimate the duration of each activity and record the time they began each activity. The logs required minimal literacy and were completed in less than 5 min. The logs were collected and each activity scored using metabolic equivalent task (MET) values taken from the most recent Compendium of Physical Activities\(^23\). For each day the total minutes of activity were aggregated by intensity level into sitting, light (2.2–9.9 MET), moderate (3.5–9.9 MET) and vigorous (\(\geq 6\) MET) activity. Finally, the weekly total duration spent in each intensity level was generated from the seven completed daily logs (MET \(\times\) min/week).

International Physical Activity Questionnaire – long, Chinese version

The IPAQ-LC is a Chinese version of the long, last 7 d, self-report format\(^4\), available in English (and other languages) at www.ipaq.ki.se. It required the participants to complete thirty-one questions on the frequency and duration of time spent in four activity domains (transportation, work,
household and leisure time), and included sections on walking, moderate, vigorous and sedentary behaviours (sitting and lying awake). The IPAQ-LC was independently translated from English by two bilingual experimenters familiar with questionnaires, then mutually checked and modified by the experimenters for consistency. The Chinese version was then back-translated into English by a third independent bilingual experimenter and checked for any discrepancies by a native English speaker. Each participant completed the self-report IPAQ-LC on day 8, so that its 7 d recall period coincided with the same 7 d of objective data collection and the seven daily PA-logs. In the reliability group, the IPAQ-LC was also re-administered on day 11, with days 4–7 being in common to both recalls (reducing biological variation) but a 3 d gap to reduce the chances of remembering the data first reported. The IPAQ-LC data were presented as the total MET × min/d (or MET × min/week) for walking (shown here as light activity, 3–3 MET), moderate (4 MET) and vigorous (8 MET) activities.

Data analysis
All data were examined for outlying values but no editing was performed unless a clear data input error had been made and checked against field/manual records. Unlike the minimum 5 d requirement of Craig et al.(4) our participants were required to obtain data on 4 d (including one weekend day), but the similar registered time of ≥600 min/d was required before accelerometer analysis. The decision to analyse all participants who completed at least four full days was based on recent reviews(24–26) that suggest this period reliably estimates levels of habitual PA. Our data processing was similar to other published studies that have used these same instruments(4,15,19,27), yet this involved some slight inconsistencies in categorizing intensities across instruments. For example, walking (3–3 MET) was considered a separate and distinct activity from moderate activities (≥4 MET) in the IPAQ(4), yet it has been traditionally classified as moderate activity (3–5 MET) by the PA-log(15). For this reason we have reported IPAQ–walking both (i) individually, as light activity, and (ii) like Ainsworth et al.(15) we included it in IPAQ–moderate PA to permit comparability with the moderate PA-log data. Similar variations occurred with vigorous activity being defined as ≥6 MET by the PA-log(15) but ≥8 MET by IPAQ(4).

Inspection of our PA data confirmed they were not normally distributed; thus for validity analysis Friedman's non-parametric test for dependent samples was used to simultaneously determine if significant differences existed between the measures. When significance was established, follow-up Wilcoxon signed-rank tests were used to determine where differences between individual pairs of data existed, with Holm's sequential Bonferroni adjustment used to control for type 1 errors. Non-parametric Spearman correlations were used to examine the associations between data from pairs of measures. Statistical analyses were performed using JMP v8 software (SAS Institute, Cary, NC, USA), with data shown as mean and standard deviation unless stated otherwise. The reliability measures recommended by Hopkins(20) included the unbiased typical error (TE) determined from the sd of the test–retest change score divided by \( \sqrt{2} \), with the CV% being the TE expressed as a percentage of the overall mean score; the intra-class correlation coefficient (ICC) and the effect size indicate the magnitude of the difference between the test–retest estimates of habitual PA, and were interpreted similar to Saunders et al.(18).

Results
The reliability sample contained twelve males and sixteen females with an average age of 26.2 (SD 9.9) years, height of 1.65 (SD 0.08) m, weight of 58.3 (SD 10.7) kg and BMI of 21.3 (SD 3.0) kg/m\(^2\). The validity study began with eighty-eight volunteers, but only eighty-three produced data that were acceptable (five volunteers reported outlying data deemed to be unacceptable, defined when daily averages for walking >6 h, or moderate PA >4.5 h, or vigorous PA >2 h). This resulted in analysing data from forty-seven males and thirty-six females with an average age of 40.9 (SD 11.1) years, height of 1.65 (SD 0.08) m, weight of 62.8 (SD 12.6) kg and BMI of 22.9 (SD 3.5) kg/m\(^2\).

Reliability of the IPAQ-LC
Table 1 shows that the test–retest reliability of the domains (working, active transport, domestic, leisure and sitting) of PA were in generally acceptable, although domestic activity showed an unacceptably low ICC (0.22) and high CV% even though the effect size remained quite small (0.31). When categorized according to the intensity of the activity (walking, moderate, walking + moderate, vigorous, total activity), all group activities showed moderately high ICC values (0.74–0.95) with reasonable CV% and either trivial or small effect sizes (<0.50).

Validity of the IPAQ-LC
Table 2 presents the commonly used Spearman correlation coefficients to assess the correspondence of data acquired using the IPAQ-LC with the accelerometer, PA-log and total step counts (for overall PA only). Significant correlations of \( r = 0.35 \) and 0.36 were found between the IPAQ-LC and the accelerometer and average step counts per day, respectively. However, the IPAQ-LC was only weakly correlated with the PA-log (\( r = 0.13 \)). When PA was examined in its sub-components (light, moderate, vigorous) vigorous PA and moderate (including moderate + walking) PA were the only components that correlated significantly with the accelerometer data. No correlations between the IPAQ-LC and the PA-log data reached statistical significance, although vigorous PA approached this (\( P = 0.056 \)).
Comparison of the mean MET×min/d data in Table 3 showed no significant difference between IPAQ-LC and the accelerometer data for overall PA (difference = 21.6 MET×min/d), as well as for light PA (difference = 14.4 MET×min/d). However, all other comparisons with accelerometer, including all comparisons with the PA-log,
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Discussion
To our best knowledge, the present study is the only
one to examine the reliability and validity of the long
version of IPAQ that has been modified specifically for
the Cantonese-speaking group of Chinese who live in the
most southern regions of China. Although several other
studies have examined aspects of the validity/reliability of
IPAQ on Chinese subjects, these were either performed
using the short version on Cantonese speakers(31,32) or have
been delimited to Mandarin speakers from Beijing(33),
Chengdu(34) or Taiwan(35), whose dialect and written char-
acters differ from those commonly used in Hong Kong and
whose geographical locations have cooler climates.

Unlike the short format, the long version of IPAQ
allows respondents to report the frequency, duration
and intensity of all activities (>10 min) across a variety
of contexts, which has been a limitation of previous
self-report questionnaires(39). Being able to monitor the
domain in which the activity is performed is important
not only in studies using ecological models to examine
the associations between activity and the physical envi-
ronment(40), but also in prospective studies to examine
which domains of activity may have responded to an
intervention or whether direct compensation from one
domain to another occurs (e.g. increased active transport
leading to decreased leisure activity) without a net change
in total activity.

In the process of being considered valid, a questionnaire
should first be reliable. The results in Table 1 show
that IPAQ-LC produced ICC values for each domain that
were consistently above 0.7, a level of reproducibility
considered acceptably good for questionnaire data(37),
with the exception of domestic activity (which also
showed an unacceptably high CV%, in part due to the low
mean score). The ICC for each activity domain compare
show favourably with other detailed reliability data on the IPAQ
long format(37), although Levy and Readdy showed a much
higher ICC for total domestic activity (0.69). The poor
reliability for domestic activity in our Hong Kong study is
suspected to be related to the infrequent and varied
household activities undertaken by most Hong Kong residents (Table 2 shows means of 52-8 and 15-5 MET × min/week for the test and retest). The vast majority of Hong Kong residents live in multi-storey apartments that require no garden or outdoor maintenance and many families have full-time domestic helpers to take care of indoor domestic activities, which may have contributed to the low reliability of self-reported domestic activities. Yet all of the effect sizes, indicating the magnitude of the PA differences between assessments, were small or trivial for each specific domain of activity or when similar intensities of activity were combined (walking, moderate, walking + moderate, vigorous, total activity). These results suggest that the IPAQ-LC is adequately reliable for use on Cantonese-speaking respondents.

The IPAQ-LC showed reasonable evidence of validity for overall (total) PA as it was significantly correlated with the criterion accelerometer, with a Spearman correlation ($r = 0.35, P < 0.001$) that is very similar to the one obtained in the multi-national validation study by Craig et al. and in other studies on the long version of IPAQ and a PA-log. Although validity correlations around 0.35 for total activity from objective criteria are not ideal, they are frequently reported for many other widely used self-report PA questionnaires used for PA surveillance. In comparison, none of the activity categories from the long version of IPAQ used in our study was significantly correlated with those from the self-reported PA-log. However, the light and moderate sub-categories of IPAQ-LC were relatively poorly correlated with the criterion accelerometer, with only vigorous activity showing a clear significant result (along with moderate PA when compared with 'moderate + walking' IPAQ activity).

It was not unexpected that the IPAQ-LC results correlated poorly with light-intensity accelerometer scores, as the lowest intensity of activity measured by IPAQ-LC is walking, which is arguably a moderate form of activity with MET = 3-3 and thus not a form of light activity (which normally encompasses the 2–2.99 MET range). In comparison, it was interesting to see the IPAQ-LC scores for 'walking and moderate PA combined' (arguably a more comparable measure of moderate activity) being significantly correlated with the accelerometer-based estimates of moderate PA, as also occurred for vigorous activity. However, the fact that the activity categories from IPAQ-LC consistently failed to correlate with the PA-log suggests these two self-reported instruments may not be measuring the same constructs and may reflect differential ability to recall activities (the IPAQ recalled the last 7 days, while the PA-log recalled events at the end of each day). However, this cannot fully explain the results as others have shown good correlations between long versions of IPAQ and a PA-log. It is possible that the respondents did not fully comply with the PA-log protocol and did not regularly record their PA at the end of each study day. Data collection using personal digital assistants or electronic mail systems might have yielded more consistent results as they motivate protocol compliance by automatically recording the time of data entry.

In terms of absolute comparisons, the IPAQ-LC showed reasonable evidence of validity for overall (total) PA, with the mean MET × min/d value being a non-significant 6-5% higher than the mean accelerometer value (but significantly 39% lower than the mean value recorded from the PA-log). The modified Bland–Altman plot in Fig. 1 supports the finding of a relatively small mean bias for overall PA between the IPAQ-LC and accelerometer data (21-6 MET × min/d). However, the large 95% limits of agreement suggest that there can be considerable individual errors, although these wide limits appear to have been partly influenced by three outliers that were in the range of 800–1000 MET × min/d. Some care is clearly needed when interpreting the IPAQ data, particularly as the bias was more pronounced at high to very high activity levels (Fig. 1), although such errors are likely to affect only the most active respondents.

Significant differences were seen between every intensity sub-category in IPAQ-LC and the PA-log, with no consistent pattern; respondents reported more light and vigorous IPAQ activity, but less moderate activity. This inconsistency may again be due to IPAQ only having walking as the lowest form of activity, but also partly due to assigning a single MET value to each IPAQ intensity, while the PA-log allowed individualized MET values for each reported activity. Previous research has also shown that the completion of a daily PA-log does not appear to influence the estimates of validity for instruments such as the IPAQ. Despite the inability of IPAQ-LC to accurately measure light, moderate and vigorous activity when compared with criterion accelerometer, it remains a useful epidemiological tool since it can accurately assess total PA, which is often the most common requirement in many activity studies. This epidemiological value of IPAQ-LC is further shown by its ability to accurately rank each quartile of the respondents using the overall MET × min/d value. Figure 2 shows that there was a statistically significant linear trend ($P = 0.019$) in the criterion acceleration readings (mean overall MET × min/d) as the quartiles progressed from the <25th percentile up to the >75th percentile IPAQ score. A similar ability to appropriately rank respondents into quartiles of self-reported activity has also been reported for the IPAQ short form in a group of Swedish adults.

The IPAQ-LC was very commendable in correctly screening 90% of those participants who achieved moderate exercise of at least 30 min/d (sensitivity), but was very poor in classifying only 29% of participants who were unable to meet this target (specificity). One other study reporting the sensitivity and specificity of the IPAQ long form has produced respective percentages of 71% and 59% in general. In general, it appears that the long version of IPAQ is relatively good at identifying active members of the community, possibly due to the typical over-reporting of IPAQ data, but is relatively poor at identifying those
who need to accrue greater levels of PA. When compared with IPAQ, the 7 d Physical Activity Recall (PAR)\(^{(45)}\) has been shown to provide markedly higher levels of specificity and sensitivity, which was attributed to the PAR focusing more on leisure activity compared with the four domains of activity in the IPAQ\(^{(41)}\). As an important aim of public health is to promote adequate activity levels at a community level, the fact that IPAQ-LC was poor at identifying those truly in need of greater activity remains a limitation of IPAQ-LC as a surveillance tool.

A number of methodological limitations were contained within the present study. Due to the small size of the validity study (\(n = 83\)) and especially the reliability study (\(n = 28\)), an examination of how demographic factors such as age, gender or education affected the validity and reliability of the IPAQ-LC was not considered. Participants in the validity study were part of a larger study on the built environment (convenience sample of 334 citizens), and those volunteering to have their activity objectively assessed may have introduced a self-selection bias (e.g. being more active or more aware of their activity habits). In comparison, the reliability study was performed on a slightly younger group that included university students and postgraduates; this may have contributed to the lower reliability in the domestic activity domain, as some of these duties may have been done by domestic helpers or on a rotation basis when in shared student accommodation. Thus the generalizability of these results to the wider community may be limited.

As occurs frequently in validations of PA questionnaires, an accelerometer was used as the criterion measure even though it is known to have its own limitations. Accelerometers are well known to underestimate not only several forms of PA\(^{(13)}\), but also the energy cost of free-living activities, especially when using regression equations derived from moderate and vigorous intensity cut-off points that vary within the literature\(^{(20,46)}\). Nevertheless accelerometers are capable of precisely measuring the frequency, duration and intensity of an activity\(^{(47)}\) and will remain a common criterion until more acceptable criterion measures can be routinely used on large number of free-living members of the community.

Overall, the present study suggests that the IPAQ-LC is a sufficiently reliable and valid measure of total PA, as well as in ranking overall PA in a Cantonese-speaking Chinese population. However, since the domains and sub-categories of activity of the IPAQ-LC generally had an unacceptably low level of validity (particularly moderate activity), the reliable and valid shorter version of the Chinese IPAQ\(^{(52)}\) might be more appropriate and time-efficient for many studies, especially in those where total PA is the primary outcome variable.
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